August 26, 2020

Subject: RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CLEANING AND SANITIZING MCFARLANE PUSH-PULL CONTROLS

Dear Customers:

McFarlane has received a number of inquiries seeking guidance on how best to clean and sanitize our push-pull controls for the COVID-19 virus. At this time, we are making the following cleaning and sanitizing recommendations to be completed between flights.

Recommended Cleaning Process

1. Put on clean disposable gloves prior to cleaning and disinfection.
2. Pull controls back to the fully retracted position to expose the full length of the control shafts.
3. Isopropyl alcohol is the only approved sanitizing fluid for McFarlane controls. Do NOT use any methanol based sanitizers or other solvents to clean these controls.
4. Apply isopropyl alcohol to a clean microfiber towel. Do not spray any solution directly on the controls or any other surfaces or components in the aircraft.

   !!! WARNING: DO NOT USE BLEACH WIPES ON ANY MCFARLANE CONTROL !!!

5. Gently and thoroughly wipe down every control knob surface and control shaft.
6. Let cleaning solution dry on these surfaces (contact time).
7. Use a clean and dry microfiber cloth to wipe away any solution residue left on knob and control shaft surface.
8. Remove all gloves, towels, and cleaning supplies from the work area in the aircraft.

Please contact McFarlane sales directly at 785-594-2741 or sales@mcfarlaneaviation.com if you have any additional questions regarding the disinfection of our controls.

Sincerely,

McFarlane Aviation Products